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1 Listen and write the adjective that you hear. Use the adjectives from the box.

favourite��raw��spicy��unusual

1.

  

2.

  

3. 4.

    

2 Complete the sentences. Circle the correct words.
1. I don’t like most desserts because they are too (spicy / sweet).
2. If the food is (terrible / delicious), just send it back.
3. When a restaurant becomes (different / popular), you sometimes have to queue to get in.

3 Complete the questions. Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1. Have you ever    in an orchestra? (play)
2. Have you ever    horse riding? (be)
3. Has he ever    a mountain? (climb)
4. Has she ever    in a play? (perform)
5. Have they ever    raw fi sh? (eat)
6. Has she ever    a whole football match? (watch)
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4 Complete the dialogue. Use the words from the box.

adventurous��favourite��raw��traditional

Peter:

Anna:

Peter:

Anna: 

Peter:

Anna:

Peter:

Why do we always have to try unusual food like sushi? Sushi’s just 

  
1.

 fi sh. It’s not dinner food!

Oh, come on, Peter. Where’s your   
2.

 spirit?

It’s too weak from hunger to show up! I’d like to eat some good, old-fashioned, 

  
3.

 food for a change. 

Well, what would you choose if you could have anything you wanted for 

dinner? 

Well…I’d have my   
4.

 meal: toast, bacon, eggs 

and a big glass of orange juice!

But, Peter, that’s breakfast food! That’s not dinner food.

Oh, come on, Anna! Where’s your adventurous spirit?

5 Ask and answer questions. Use the words in brackets.
1. Would you rather eat sandwiches or pizza?

 (pizza)
2. Would they rather go swimming or fi shing? 

(fi shing)
3. Would he rather play basketball or watch basketball on TV? 

 (play basketball)

4. (you, skydive, skateboard)
I’d rather skydive.

5. (they, hiking, mountain climbing)
They’d rather go mountain climbing.

6. (she, see a fi lm, go to a concert)
She’d rather go to a concert. 
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